South African Extraordinary Schools Coalition
Meeting Highlights 05 October 2020
World Teacher’s Day
Virtual meeting

WELCOME, INTRODUCTION & CHECK-IN
In celebration of World Teacher’s Day, facilitator John Gilmour encouraged participants to
check –in by paying tributes to teachers. Individual accolades were written on sticky note and
added to a Jamboard.

John also extended a warm welcome to new participants who introduced themselves to the
coalition:


Local group of schools from the Queenstown Foundation
Jacqueline Wijtenburg provided some background on the Queenstown Foundation. The
group of schools in the Foundation work collaboratively, with a vision to transforming
the town into a centre of universally recognised educational excellence. They run a
range of programmes in order to achieve this. Some members are connected with an
overarching digital network which enables faster internet speed and data redundancy.
They also run programmes which involve communities of practice for Science and
Maths as well as social cohesion amongst the school leaders and STEM clubs etc. For
more information on the Queenstown Foundation, click here.
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Teach the Nation
David Oliphant introduced us to Teach the Nation which is a graduate development
organisation that focuses on developing leaders at the school and community level. The
leaders become ‘changemakers’, activists, analysts, policy developers, etc. once they
complete the fellowship. The sole aim is to have every child in every school able to
obtain quality education. For more information on Teach the Nation, click here.



International participant - The Citizens Foundation in Pakistan
Zuhaib Shaikh spoke about TCF which has for the past 25 years had a mission of
educating the least privileged children in the country. The children are living on or
below the poverty line and the question is ‘how do we take the best quality education
to these children?’ Zuhaib has been with the organisation for four years and works with
low-cost schools working on curriculum and teacher training. He also leads the first ever
TCF College (in Pakistan, college is the equivalent of Grade 11 and 12). For more
information, click here.

ACKNOWLEDGING WORLD TEACHER’S DAY
The coalition celebrated teachers with various creative tributes:
Music Tribute – A cover of the song Hero by Noloyiso Lange can be found here.
Poetry Tribute – A poem called Teacher written by Lee-Ann Swartz in Cape Town was
presented by Relebohile Khoza in Johannesburg [GTI] (A wonderful example of collaboration).
The poetry performance can be watched here.
Live Tribute – A sonnet called Before You Came written and performed by Mthunzi Mngotho a
student from LEAP 3. The poetry tribute can be watched here.

PERSONAL
Awareness of your own emotional health
Nomcebo Dladla & Nomfundo Sibeko (GTI)
The presentation began with engaging participants about their leadership style. The
Mentimeter poll which
was used to introduce
the session, garnered
this result:
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Being aware of your own emotional health is very important and is part of the 21 st century
skills for leaders as it is the basis for being socially and culturally aware. The more self-aware
we are the more we understand where we may need to put in more work, which makes us
more effective.
SEL (social and emotional learning) is
important not only for students but also for
teachers and whole school management.
The diagram depicts that the more selfaware you are, the better your relationship
skills will be; the better your decision making
and self-management, which leads to more
effective leadership.
Nomfundo then shared some ways in which
leaders can self-reflect and empower
themselves through self-awareness based on
four pillars:
1. Be impeccable with your word
i)
Your word can build trust
ii)
Your word is binding, think carefully about how you use it
iii)
Don’t fall victim to your own word
iv)
Empower yourself before you can empower others
Say what you mean and mean what you say in order to gain peoples trust and represent
yourself truthfully. While your words can liberate they also have the power to enslave.
Communicate effectively using positive framing not only when speaking to students but also
with yourself.
2. Do not take anything personally
What other people do is not necessarily about you it may be a projection of their own
issues. Don’t personalise people’s behaviour. Remain objective.
3. Do not make assumptions
It’s better to ask questions and communicate. Misunderstandings can come from making
assumptions instead of asking questions to clarify. Assumptions are generally negative.
CLARITY = HARMONY!
4. Always do your best
i)
You are human too
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ii)
iii)
iv)

Be mindful of people’s expectations of you, vs your own expectations
Set boundaries
Be more considerate and more lenient

This is subjective as we are usually looking to impress but as a leader you need to be aware
of these four pillars. We need to take care of ourselves as much as we take care of others.
These principles are adapted from a book called The Four Agreements: A Practical Guide to
Personal Freedom by Don Miguel Ruiz and was chosen as a self-reflective tool because
liberated leaders liberate those they lead. You become liberated when you are self-aware
which these four agreements incorporate.
Click here to see the full presentation.
Participants were then sent into break away rooms to engage with each other on the
following questions:



As a leader, if I am not aware of my emotional health, how does this affect my
leadership?
How can the awareness of my emotional health improve my role as a leader?

Feedback:
“When you are not aware of your emotional health you are not aware of the reasons why
you feel certain things so everything you do is a knee-jerk reaction. You locate blame outside
of yourself because you have no understanding of the source of the conflict you may feel. You
are always a victim to emotion when you don’t understand the reasons why you feel the way
you do.”
“Overworking people as a leader when you are not aware of your own emotions and them
losing trust in you is the result of not being aware of your emotional health.”
“When you are stuck on the dancefloor and not aware of your emotions you don’t actually
see what’s happening around you so you need to get on the balcony to see clearly.”

CAFÉ STYLE
1. Innovation with Blended Learning
(Khanyisile Mthunzi)
What is blended learning?
(CAFÉ STYLE)
Blended learning is an educational approach that combines online educational opportunities
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and materials with face-to-face classroom materials.
Covid-19 has forced the use of more online and blended learning opportunities in order to
adapt to the new normal. We’ve had to be inventive in how we deliver content and connect
with learners. It has encouraged teachers to be flexible and always stay prepared.
Advantages of blended learning:
 Higher levels of student achievement as assistance is more intimate than in a full
classroom
 Less expensive to deliver as materials are sourced and presented online as opposed
to print versions
 Allows flexibility as students can access the material from anywhere at any time and
can still enjoy face-to-face support and instruction
 Students are able to track their progress through the use of Microsoft Teams
 There is effective communication between students and teachers as learners can now
email questions and comments, and not only rely on the brief time they have in class.
Disadvantages of blended learning:
 With learners having to learn basic technological skills at the outset, vital learning
time is lost
 A general lack of motivation can come about which can make learning difficult
especially when teachers are less sensitive to their learners’ cognitive needs
 Plagiarism and credibility problems as learners cannot be monitored and may not be
able to resist the urge to look up answers on the web
 Teachers may become overwhelmed and overworked trying to manage both online
and face-to-face classrooms
Microsoft Teams is a good tool to use for blended learning; it can be used for the following:
- Creating a team with your learners
- Sharing your screen with learners
- Uploading assignments and materials
- Online marking and grading
Click here to see the full presentation.
2. Living on the Cutting Edge of Technology (Craig Johnson)
Artificial Intelligence and Adaptive Learning: The future of personalized learning
When we hear about these terms there are generally 3 responses; ignoring it completely, not
knowing what these terms are, and some saying that this is not education at all.
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When we get personalised ads we often hear people say “my phone is listening to me!” and
it is, but it’s not listening to what you are saying, it’s looking at the apps that you use, the
data that you search, etc. and its learning to adapt to what interests you, and so you get
those specific adverts. We can do the same with learning – we can figure out what drives a
student or what content a student is engaged with.
Adaptive learning is the future of education
Every student learns in different ways, even when these are classified into broad groups (e.g.
visual, spatial, logical, social, etc.) and as a result, they are going to have different learning
outcomes. Not everyone is going to absorb the knowledge a teacher is trying to provide in
the same way, so some students will grasp concepts easily whilst others will struggle.
This means that through AI we are able to dig deeper and identify how learners can succeed
and we can do this by combining adaptive learning with predictive analytics- the analytics
give us an extra layer of what to do for a student.
For example: A student might take a long time to answer a question but gets the answer
right; Another student might take as long but gets the answer wrong; Someone else might
be quick in answering and getting in right. We have 3 different students here and while you
want each to succeed, realistically you don’t have the time to allow for this as there is one
curriculum and one way of teaching. We are trying to get students to do the same things
with the same tools but with different learning styles.
When talking about adaptive learning technology there are some key ideas to keep in
mind:
- The quality of educational content being used
- The ability of the AI based platform to identify, assess and adjust to student’s progress
- Tracking progress, measuring performance and levelling up based on results
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AI and Adaptive Learning are all good and well but it is not a silver bullet – it won’t
suddenly solve all the problems in education and won’t be integrated into the classroom
seamlessly. There will still be students who struggle and teachers who are unable to
recognise what needs to be taught, where and when. If the AI identifies the wrong thing,
then we won’t address the right thing. We also need to be certain that what we are
tracking is the right thing; if data is used incorrectly you won’t be on the right path.

Lastly, AI solutions and technologies are still largely driven by the west and don’t always
take into consideration the cultural, social economic and psychosocial context that we
live in in South Africa, making it difficult to integrate into our classrooms.
Click here to view the full presentation and access more resources.

STRATEGY
Preparing for schools of the future
(Noloyiso, Zuhaib and John)
We have all kinds of complexities like Covid-19 and global warming plaguing society at the
moment and we are at pains, trying to figure out what to do next. We have explored
blended learning, discussed challenges of access, and how we balance these odds, but what
is clear, is that this period in 2020 has been a wakeup call to all: we cannot go on doing
school the way it’s always been done because it is not working. The world is still unequal
and has more inequity now than it did 5-10 years ago, and it is now forcing us to change the
current narrative.
We find ourselves asking ‘what do schools of the future look like and what do we need to
do to be part of that?’
Participants share their thoughts:
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Noloyiso Lange
Noloyiso marvelled at the fact that she was “in two places at once”, one being in a prerecorded lesson for her class and two being at the coalition and this made her realise that
the future is happening now. The future doesn’t happen overnight though; it changes in
small ways over time before we are actually aware of it. The future means being able to do
many things at the same time as in this example of attending a meeting while you teach
your students via a pre-recorded lesson, in class, at school, and similarly, students being at
home and ‘attending class’. The world has become more flexible now and we are able to do
more in less time because of the technology at our disposal.

Zuhaib Shaikh
Zuhaib was filled with dread at first, thinking about what world a grade 1 learner today will
be stepping into in 10 years’ time. It is an almost impossible task to predict the future of
schools. This journey is made more personal for those with children, trying to find the best
fit for their children: for example, Zuhaib’s child is interested in the arts and he may select
an appropriate school offering such a curriculum. But this is not the case for children in low
income communities who have little or no choice of which schools they can attend.
Nevertheless, Zuhaib is filled with hope for the future because he sees it as a blank page.
There are some shifts required with regards to education in Pakistan:
-

-

-

Shift from a structure that is based on compliance to a structure that assists discovery
Shifting from the focus being on standing in a straight line to focusing on learners
thinking for themselves and finding their own answers.
Shift from “there” to everywhere. School doesn’t need to be limited to a physical
boundary and can be integrated into everyday life.
A shift of the focus on standards to skills – these are skills that children will need in the
future.
A shift from thinking that IQ is most important, to a focus on SQ (social quotient).
Teaching art is a very good way to enhance these skills and needs to be blended into
everyday learning.
A shift from literacy which is too low an indicator as children can read or do basic
mathematics but cannot understand what they are reading. We need to shift to a focus
on comprehension.

John Gilmour
The idea of schools of the future is the focus right now. Dr Ramphele says that we came
through 1994, we had a political liberation but we never reimagined society. We expected
that with just the change in political power that society would also change but we didn’t
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know what that would look like. We are at that risk now; we are within the 4th industrial
revolution. We know it’s going to
change but if we wait for it to
change our children will always be
behind the curve – the poorest
children will be further
marginalised. We have a
responsibility to look into this
future, not as prophets but as
explorers.
John shared two frameworks:
1. 21st Century Skills
This framework was
developed by the World
Economic Forum in 2015
which says that 21st
century skills are less about
knowledge than they are
about competencies. This
flip asks us to teach for
competencies and
character basing the
journey on the
foundational literacies. We
come from a history of obsessive focus on literacies and were less concerned about the
competencies of critical thinking, creativity, communication and collaboration. Although this
framework mentions four competencies, it seems to cover a range of other connected skills,
for example innovation and problem-solving. The only thing that we could perhaps add is
‘care’ or ‘empathy’. Every child can possess these competencies if we unlock them. We are
not preparing children for life; we are involving them in the journey of life.
2. 4- D Framework
The Centre for Curriculum Redesign
has come up with a distilled
framework of what 21st century
education looks like, it takes the
skills/ competencies seen above and
adds a fourth dimension which is
teaching for metacognition and
teaching for a growth mind-set – the
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learning that is not directly in sight but lies beyond.
We worry about technology when actually what we are preparing our children for is a digital
mind-set. They may not have access to much technology now but let us teach them so that

when they do get access, they will know what to do with it.
So where do we start in order to close the
digital divide?
We are going to reinvent. We have to be
social justice campaigners.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CONSTRUCTS
1. Induction: Instructional Leadership
Programme (Phadiela Cooper)
Phadiela spoke about an induction
programme to assist the new teachers that
have started at her school, The Centre of
Science and Technology (COSAT) in
Khayelitsha. Induction is always done with new teachers at the beginning of the year and
then they are left in the capable hands of their HODs who mentor them for the remainder of
the year. However, with the lockdown, this was difficult for new teachers to navigate as
they had just started work at the school and then the country went into lockdown. Phadiela
realised that she needed to become more involved in trying to mentor, guide and support
the young teachers – her aim was to show care and support to the teachers. This
programme pays attention to Instructional Leadership and Implementation.
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Instructional Leadership Process (ILP)
Paying attention to the professional development of teachers seeks to ensure that quality
education takes place. This is not treated as a once-off event and the plan is to embed it in
the culture of a school. Regular discussions, workshops and feedback sessions are held to
ensure strategies are designed and developed collaboratively. This approach which is used is
not a top- down approach – the teachers take the lead in designing their development
programmes. The intention is to speed up the professional development and growth of
teachers.
Implementation
The implementation of the ILP is based on the book Leverage Leadership by Paul BambrickSantoyo, which describes the use of 7 levers to improve schools’ performance. The levers
are:
1. Data Driven Instruction
2. Observation and Feedback
3. Planning
4. Professional Development
5. Student Culture
6. Staff Culture
7. Managing School Leadership Teams
For years these seven levers of leadership have been touched on at school, but only
superficially. As this new leadership journey with the teachers has commenced, the plan is
to give all seven levers focussed attention in due course and thus the first two levers; data
driven instruction and observation and feedback, have been the focus for this period.
There is a need for a change in culture to embrace all of the 7 levers but there are
limitations because teachers are overworked and have very little free time. With this in
mind the learning process will roll out in bite sized pieces on a weekly basis and it will be
made fun and as enjoyable as possible to sustain interest. This translates to 1 hour per week
– 30 minutes for PD workshop and 30 minutes for observation and feedback.
Data Driven Instruction
The following elements should characterise data driven instruction:
Using data to inform teaching. The data will come from the scores on the tests, or learners’
responses and answers to questions in class
Conducting observations which are unpacked
Demonstrate Rigour by setting high standards for academic achievement and asking the
correct questions to ensure standards are achieved.
Set assessments which mirror the high standards learners are expected to achieve
Analyse data to determine where students are struggling and why
Take action by implementing teaching plans which respond to the analysis
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Create systems, procedures and structures to ensure continual DDI (make it part of the
school’s culture)
Observation and Feedback
Classroom observations are 10-minute long, followed by a 20-30-minute feedback session
where the lesson is reflected on and precise praise is given to highlight good things. Areas
for improvement are also identified.
Methodology
The methodology will include: short sessions with one main concept/idea/technique being
the focus; teachers do most of the talking; we use role play; and whatever is discussed is
guided by the needs of the teachers.
Two new teachers provided testimony about the Instructional Leadership Programme:
“It’s created a safe space to learn and share ideas.”
“The sessions empower and enrich us. A classroom community has been created.”
Click here to view the full presentation.
2. Young Leaders Development Model (Judy Tate)
Judy provided an update on the Extraordinary Leaders Development Programme which
offers young leaders the opportunity to lead and grow. The full background and description
of the programme can be found in the presentation.
-

The course will include 3 phases and run from February - September 2021.
There is a funding proposal in place that will hopefully allow 12 people to register for the
first course.
Residencies will be in KwaZulu Natal and will be from 18-20 February 2021 and 25-27 June
2021.
Assignments will be submitted online.
All cost including residency costs will be covered except board and lodging for those
attending from another province.
The facilitators of the course will be Devan Govender and Nomcebo Dladla assisted by the
Commonwealth Change Management online programme through Janet Thomson. The hope
is that other coalition leaders will be come into this space and work with the people on the
course.
*Preference will be given to aspiring leaders that are in schools with an ITE (Initial Teacher
Education) programme.
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3. Internships (Hassiena Marriott)
Hassiena asked
participants to look at
these stats from their
‘balconies’ and to
comment on how it
made them feel.

Most people responded that they felt “Sad and overwhelmed”.
There is an opportunity to upskill the underqualified teachers as clearly these people have a
passion for teaching.
This means that 60% of
new teachers come
from institutions where
they have no practical
experience and are not
surrounded by other
students or teachers.
Most of them have full time jobs and can only give minimal time to their studies. This is why
we need models that intentionally bridge the gap between theory and practice. We need
more schools to grow their own teachers TOGETHER. Collaboration is essential.
GTI offers internships which have the following benefits:

The model does however present some challenges:
- Expecting them to cope while in the deep end
- Coping with multiple levels of expectation
- Many are also trying to work for a basic salary while studying.

GTI, the SAESC and Khanyisa have collaborated and created a curriculum which focuses on:
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-

Social responsibility
Instructional development
Academic development
Personal Development

The understanding is that teaching is about giving back to your community, making a
difference and becoming activists.
GTI is working with the National Department of Education as well as the Mpumalanga
Department of Education and have 20 new future leaders this year training in Mpumalanga.
In 2021 they hope to increase this number to 40, and to 200 by 2022.
There are already a number of collaborators here but plus signs at the end of the
presentation are an invitation to other organisations to join this initiative and to help
grow our own teachers and work together.

Click here for the full presentation.
GTI REBRANDING (David Jacobs)
GTI has rebranded and is starting to market itself more now with new symbols that include:
- The earth – represented by the circular image, defining GLOBAL in the name
- The compass – angled to point forward to the future and upward, depicting people rising
up to become leaders
- The old branding (original GTI lettering) has
not been removed completely and has instead
been integrated with the new earth and
compass symbols to complete the new
branding.
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CONNECTING, COLLABORATING AND CO-CREATING
(TAKING RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR OWN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT)
(John Gilmour and Devan Govender)
We have to shift the way we think about professional development and now is the time. In
break –way groups, participants discussed the following:
1. Who is responsible for your professional development?
Professional development is our own responsibility and you take the skills you learn with you.
Professional development is for me to make me a better teacher for my school.
It is your responsibility and we constantly need to learn new things as teachers and learn
from other teachers.
This is my own responsibility in order to become a reflective teacher.
2. What does PD look like at your school/institution under COVID-19 conditions?
Covid-19 forced people to run their own professional development sessions.
Many impromptu PD sessions took place in order for people to learn how to use the
technology they now needed, as they had to work from home under lockdown.

CLOSING AND PRECISE PRAISE CHECK
OUT
In closing, Glenn Harpur (Inanda) asked participants to use the Jamboard to:
- Indicate what topics they would like to see covered in future meetings.
- Give precise praise for other participants and presenters.
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PRECISE PRAISE

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
Name
Arista
Asanda
Bianca
Bongiwe
Christiaan
Craig
David
Devan
Dudu
Flick
Flint
Glenn

Surname
Bouwer
Sigigaba
Le Roux
Gabuza
Visser
Johnson
Oliphant
Govender
Makhari
Holmes
Ndambakuwa
Harpur

Hassiena
Itai
Jacqueline

Marriott
Matanda
Wijtenburg

Organisation
Private
LEAP
Balmoral Girls' Primary School
Inanda Seminary
independent
BRIDGE
Teach the Nation
Inanda Seminary
18 Area Education
KICP
LEAP
Khanyisa Inanda Seminary
Community Projects
GTI
Leap Science and Maths School
Queenstown Education Foundation

Jade
James
John
Judy

Pieterse
Malope
Gilmour
Tate

BRIDGE
LEAP Science and Maths School
LEAP
Khanyisa Inanda

E-mail address
bouwera@mweb.co.za
asigigaba@leapschool.org.za
bleroux@balmoralprimary.co.za
bongiweg@inanda.org
dutoitvisser@hotmail.com
Craig@bridge.org.za
david@teachthenation.org
devang@inanda.org
dudu@18area.co.za
flickh@inanda.org
fndambakuwa@leapschool.org.za
glennh@inanda.org
hmarriott@globalteachers.org
imatanda@leapschool.org.za
jacqueline@queenstowneducation.
co.za
jade@bridge.org.za
jmalope@hotmail.com
jgilmour@leapschool.org.za
judyt@inanda.org
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Karenne
Lee
Leon
Linda
Lindelwa
LizwI
Luthando
Mmabatho
Ndumiso

Bloomgarden
Milner
Grove
Khoza
Mini
Dube
Mzobe
Nthutang
Hlangu

Noloyiso
Nolwazi
Nomaswazi
Nomcebo Richness

Lange
Mkhize
Mkhize
Dladla

Nomfundo
Nondumiso
Nontokozo
Nsindiso
Patience
Peter
Phadiela
Progress
Raphael
Samuel Kofi

Sibeko
Nxumalo
Thango
Biyela
Voller
de Lisle
Cooper
Seothaeng
Mukachi
Amponsah

Shiela
Skhulile

Ndlovu
Dlomo

Sven
Tania
Tatenda
Thabisile
Vicki
Vinolia

Glietenberg
Ham
Zimano
Madela
du Preez
Manganye

Vuyiswa
Wilhemina
Yenziwe
Zama Z
Zinhle
Zuhaib

Ncontsa
Motileng
Shange
Mthembu
Mpayisa
Shaikh

PFP North Coast
St Andrews
St Nicholas
Diodi Primary
LEAP
LEAP
Inanda Seminary
Inanda Seminary
CENTRE OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
Dominican Convent School
Inanda Seminary
Inanda Seminary
KHANYISA INANDA SEMINARY
COMMUNITY PROJECTS
Global Teachers Institute
Inanda Seminary
Inanda Seminary
Inanda Seminary
BRIDGE
Inanda Seminary
Centre of Science and Technology
LEAP Science and Maths School
Leap science and maths 5
COSAT
GTI
Khanyisa Inanda Seminary
Community Projects
University of Johannesburg
GTI
Global Teachers Institute
Inanda Seminary
Get Ahead Project
LEAP SCIENCES AND MATHS
SCHOOL
BRIDGE
LEAP

karennejo@gmail.com
lmilner@standrews.co.za
grovel@stnicholas.co.za
lindaraymondkhoza@yahoo.com
lmini@leapschool.org.za
ldube@leapschool.org.za
luthandom@inanda.org
mmabathon@inanda.org
hlangund@gmail.com
lange@dominican.co.za
nolwazimk@inanda.org
nomaswazim@inanda.org
nomcebod@inanda.org
nsibeko@globalteachers.org
nondumison@inanda.org
nontokozot@inanda.org
Nsindisob@inanda.org
patience@bridge.org.za
peterd@inanda.org
phadielac@gmail.com
pseothaeng@leapschool.org.za
rmukachi@gmail.com
samuelkofiamponsah14@gmail.co
m
sndlovu@globalteachers.org
skhuliled@inanda.org

Inanda Seminary

sven.glietenberg@gmail.com
tham@globalteachers.org
tzimano@globalteachers.org
thabisilem@inanda.org
vdupreez@getaheadproject.org
VMANGANYE@LEAPSCHOOL.ORG.Z
A
Vuyiswa@bridge.org.za
wmotileng@leapschool.org.za
yenziweshange60@gmail.com
zamavelasem@inanda.org

The Citizens Foundation

zuhaib.shaikh@tcf.org.pk
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